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Color Management for Photographers: Hands on Techniques for Photoshop UsersFocal Press, 2005
Color Management for Photographers: Hands on Techniques for Photoshop Users, by Andrew Rodney, addresses the difficult subject of color management in a way that can help you get real work accomplished. This is the first book that moves beyond esoteric color management theory and detailed explanations of how things work to explain how to achieve a...
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Drupal 7Packt Publishing, 2010

	Drupal is an elegantly designed, well-supported and flexible open-source CMS platform that anyone can use in order to create their own website. What's more, the latest version of Drupal 7 includes a tremendous number of new features and new under-the-hood improvements for both users and developers. Drupal is a hugely popular and widely...
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Decoupled Drupal in Practice: Architect and Implement Decoupled Drupal Architectures Across the StackApress, 2018

	
		Gain a clear understanding of the most important concepts in the decoupled CMS landscape. You will learn how to architect and implement decoupled Drupal architectures across the stack?from building the back end and designing APIs to integrating with front-end technologies.  You'll also review presenting data through consumer...
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Performance Evaluation Software: Moving Object Detection and Tracking in Videos (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Performance Evaluation Software: Moving Object Detection and Tracking in Videos introduces a software approach for the real-time evaluation and performance comparison of the methods specializing in moving object detection and/or tracking (D&T) in video processing. Digital video content analysis is an important item for...
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Pro Drupal as an Enterprise Development Platform (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	In Pro Drupal as an Enterprise Development Platform authors Jamie Kurtz and Thomas Besluau explain how developers can save themselves time and money, and build their applications faster with fewer bugs by using the Drupal CMS as a foundation for their projects. The days when custom client applications were built entirely from scratch...
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Smashing WordPress: Beyond the Blog (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Smashing WordPress shows you how to utilize the power of the WordPress platform, and provides a creative spark to help you build WordPress-powered sites that go beyond the obvious. The second edition of Smashing WordPress has been updated for WordPress 3.1+, which includes internal, custom post types, the admin bar, and lots of other...
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Liferay Portal 6.2 Enterprise IntranetsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A practical guide to adopting portal development best practices in an Enterprise world


	About This Book

	
		Discover the new features and updates in Liferay including the concept of CMS, and collaboration applications with relevant examples and screenshots
	
		Set up the navigation structure for...
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Liferay Portal Systems DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2012


	Liferay portal is one of the most mature portal frameworks in the market, offering

	many key business benefits that involve personalization, customization, content

	management systems, web content management, collaboration, social networking,

	and workflow. Liferay delivers enterprise solutions for portals, publishing content,...
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CMS Made Simple 1.6: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	CMS Made Simple is a an open source content management system that allows rapid website development in a fraction of the normal time, avoiding hours of coding by providing modules and 3rd Party add-ons. With this book in hand you will be able to harness the power of this modular and extendable content management system at your fingertips.
...
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Plone 3 MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2010

	Plone is a free and open source content management system built on top of the Zope application server. Multimedia provides us with stunning interactive user experiences and many design options, but it requires discipline and knowledge to utilize it effectively so that we do not alienate our audiences. By providing an overview of multimedia...
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Real World ASP.NET: Building a Content Management SystemApress, 2002
Aimed at aspiring .NET developers who want to work with content management (CM) applications, Real-World ASP.NET: Building a Content Management System provides a fine overview of what's involved in managing Web site content and also delivers working code for a free, proprietary CMS using the latest in .NET technology and C#.
With...
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Learning Mambo: A Step-by-Step Tutorial to Building Your WebsitePackt Publishing, 2006
A well-structured and example-rich tutorial to creating websites using Mambo that is perfect for new Mambo users needing a clear a reassuring guide to this simple and yet powerful PHP and MySQL-based Open Source website content management system.  Mambo is a mature and fully featured open-source Content Management System (CMS). Mambo is easy to use...
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